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I'm super excited at the idea of creating some stunning florals for you! They play such a
big part in the overall design of any event space and they are a huge love of mine. So
you can rest assured I will obsess as much as you do over the perfect colour palette and
flower selection to match the look and feel of your wedding or special event.  

All of my floral clients are treated to a collaborative creative process. We start by
gathering all of your flower inspo along with some visuals of your key elements like dress
colour, suit colour, linens and stationery. This helps me to find the perfect textures and
colour scheme in your flowers to beautifully compliment the rest of your visual elements.
From there I create a divine proposal for you to keep, including a colour palette, flower
recipe, and description of each floral piece, along with an itemised quote. 

We jump on a zoom call and go over this proposal together to identify which elements
make your heart sing and which ones aren't a priority in your budget. Once we have an
agreed set of elements I'm ready to get those fresh flowers in my hot little hands and start
creating your floral dreams! 

THE PROCESS
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A 30% booking fee is required to secure
your  event date with the remainder of fees

due four weeks out from your event. I have a
minimum floral spend of $3000 as I only
take on one floral client per weekend to

ensure that your blooms get my full creative
attention and energy. 

 
Delivery fees are calculated based on on-

site setup requirements and location and will
be included in the itemised quote that forms

part of your floral proposal.
 

On the following pages I have listed my
base pricing for the most commonly

requested floral elements. Please be aware
that some flowers such as orchids, South

American roses and dried/preserved
elements will incur additional fees. 

INVESTMENT



BridalBouquets
From bright and bold to classic neutrals,
no matter what vibe you are going for
your bridal bouquet will be an absolute
standout.  The freshest and most perfect
blooms are allocated to your bridal
bouquet so that it truly shines on your
wedding day.  

Prices start from:

$250 

That extra touch....
All of my brides are treated to a trailing silk

ribbon on their bouquet if desired. 
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BridesmaidBouquets
The perfect accompaniment to your bridal bouquet, your maids' bouquets are

smaller in size but just as much a show stopper in their own right.  

Prices start from:

$150 
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More for theBridalParty
Groom Boutonnieres: from $25

Boutonnieres: from $20

Mini (Paige Boy) Boutonnieres: from $15

Pinned Corsages: from $25

Wrist Corsages: from $30

Flower Crowns: from $60

Wired Hairpiece: from $50
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Ceremony Elements
Arbour Arrangement: from $500

Arched/Horseshoe Arbour: from $2000

Ground Arrangements: from $200 each

Aisle Markers: from $130 each

Small Easel Arrangements: from $60 
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Reception Elements
Small Centrepiece: from $100

Medium Centrepiece: from $130

Mini-Posy Vase Arrangement
(seasonal blooms): from $40 

Loose Foliage Garland: from $40/m 

Hanging Installs: from $1000

Cake Flowers: from $50

Make the most of it....
We love to repurpose your ceremony pieces

into reception. Aisle markers become bar
arrangements, flower stands and arbour pieces

become photo backdrops etc. 
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your wedding or event date, 
how many of each element you need, 
a delivery address to help me calculate
travel and install fees, and 
some of your floral inspo. 

Jot down a list of elements that you need
and flick me an email with all of your
requirements! Make sure you include:

We will then jump on a phone call to get the
conversation started.  

LET'S GET STARTED!
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